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The United Nations (UN) in Syria is alarmed by reports of deteriorating humanitarian conditions 

and urgent medical evacuation needs in Madaya, Foah, Zabadani and Kefraya, where over 

62,000 people are besieged. The UN calls for the parties to the “Four Towns Agreement” to allow 

for immediate and unconditional access for humanitarian actors. 

 

Despite approval granted in May and June by the Government of Syria for the UN and 

humanitarian partners to provide assistance to besieged civilians in the Four Towns, the UN and 

partners have not been able to access the towns because of tension amongst parties to the 

agreement, aerial bombardment in Idleb, and shelling on Foah and Kefraya. Yesterday, the 

Government of Syria authorized yet again the delivery of humanitarian assistance to the Four 

Towns under the July plan, allowing the UN and partners a unique opportunity to reach besieged 

people with aid during the upcoming blessed days of Eid al-Fitr. 
 

“While parties to the Agreement had committed to ensure humanitarian assistance to civilians 

trapped in the Four Towns, we have not been able to do so since April,” said Yacoub El Hillo, the 

UN Resident and Humanitarian Coordinator in Syria. “We all remember too well the disturbing 

images of starving children in Madaya earlier this year, many of whom have died even after aid 

was finally allowed in. We are calling on all parties involved to ensure this doesn't happen again. 

Immediate and unconditional humanitarian deliveries to the Four Towns must take place now," 

added El Hillo. 

 

The UN is equally concerned over the delays in conducting urgent medical evacuations from the 

Four Towns. “Our teams stand ready to proceed with the medical evacuation of the sick and 

wounded. We ask the parties to let us help the most vulnerable, and put an end to the tit-for-tat 

approach of the Agreement that does not allow for emergency life-saving responses when 

urgently needed," added El Hillo. 

 

Across Syria, around 5.5 million people are in need in hard-to-reach and besieged areas with 

limited access to basic life-saving assistance and protection. Of that number, close to 600,000 

are in 18 besieged areas including the Four Towns. The United Nations is once again calling for 

the immediate lifting of all sieges of civilians in Syria. Using besiegement that results in starvation 

as a method of warfare is a crime under International Humanitarian Law. 

 

For further information, please contact: 

Linda Tom, Damascus, toml@un.org, Tel: +963 958 880 095 

Dr. Khaled Al Masri, Damascus, khalid.al-masri@one.un.org, Tel: +963 991 206 555 

OCHA press releases are available at www.unocha.org or www.reliefweb.int 
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